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Please ensure an open review... no fast track. A full and
transparent examination of
the Asheville gas-fired power plant. Require the company to
address the concerns of

technical experts.

Attorney General Mr Cooper
Please use your policing authority over Duke Energy's corporate
influence.

best,

David Armstrong
Durham N 0
27703-9229
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Asfull-time residents of North Carolina concerned with the cost of energy and impacts to the environment, we wish to

emphasize our thoughts regarding Duke Energy's plansfor expanding power production and distribution in western
NC. Amore careful examination of future power needs, modes and sources of production and distribution, and a
strategic reduction on the reliance on carbon-based fuels Is bothwarranted and essential. Further, rather than
constructing and operating new C02-emitting power plants, strong consideration should be given to utilizing currently
available excess electricai power from South Carolina, while concurrently planning and moving to more sustainable
sources. As voters, we expect nothing less. Thank you.
Steven & Ditte Hess

246 Millbrae Loop
Hendersonville, NC 28791
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Dear Members of NC Utility Commission,

I have contacted you to submit my statement of position for the record regarding Duke Energy Progress'
project for a gas-fired facility at Lake Juiian in Buncombe County (Docket # E-2 Sub 1089).
I ask that you deny approval of the third natural gas unit that Duke has included in the plan as an optional
unit. It would be prudent to wait to approve until It is determined that the optional unit Is necessary.
Also, I request that Duke Energy Progress includes In Its application a commitment to solar Installation at its
facility. The company has said It has an Intention but It has not included it in the current plan under
consideration by your Commission.

IVIy concern Isthat the current plan for the facility at Lake Julian commits the area to a future dependent on
fossil fuels.

Sincerely yours,
Grace Curry

59 Edgemont Rd.
Asheville,NC 28801
Customer of Duke Energy Progress

